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Come Rain Or 

Shine 

Spring Term 2016 

History- 

*Local weather events that have happened- snow 

storms, floods, wind storms FBV. *Clothing and how 

it has changed over time to suit different weather 

conditions (comparing swimming costumes, sandals, 

hats past and present) FBV.  

PHSE- 

*Thinking about how people feel when 

there has been a weather disaster. *How 

can we look after our planet? *The 

emotions and comparing with weather 

could be – thunder = anger, sunshine= 

happy. * How does weather make them 

feel? *Their favourite weather and why.  

R.E 

*Noahs Ark- looking at the weather involved in 

the story. *The Hebrew song prayer to thank God 

for everything they gave him- listen to weather 

elements. *Daniel 3: 52-90- think about the 

weather elements. *Jesus Tells the Weather 

What to Do. *Weather and Ancient Religions.  

Art/D&T 

*Rain pictures using wax crayons and water colours, 

*Cloud windows- to go cloud spotting. *Making rain 

sticks. *Weather front art. *Making weather stations. 

*Creating a weather vane. *Making anemometers.   

Music- 

*Using our handmade rain sticks. *Singing well known 

weather songs- I can sing a rainbow. * Create music 

to simulate different types of weather, like a storm 

beginning, growing stronger then coming to an end. 

*Children use body percussion to simulate weather 

e.g., wind, rain & storm.  

English-  

 

*Creating weather reports in groups and using the green 

screen. *Writing about daily weather conditions- keep a 

weather diary. *Writing poems about different types of 

weather, looking at acrostic poems. *Describing how it feels 

in certain types of weather e.g. wind, rain and snow (if they 

remember snow) FBV.  *Writing a recount about a weather 

walk FBV *Comparing different types of weather. *Making a 

poster of the different seasons to teach other children 

(using the rhyme). *Naming and spelling different months of 

the year. *Create a word picture using onomatopoeia or 

alliteration to describe the different types of weather. 

*Explain how to protect ourselves from different types of 

weather.  *Comparing themselves to a weather type, thinking 

about their personality. *Looking at different types of books 

fiction and non-fiction.  

Some books I have found to use;  

‘The Sun and The Wind’ (Aesop’s fables) 

A Balloon For Grandad – Nigel Gray  

The Cloud Book (Paperback) - Tomie dePaola 

Cat And Mouse In The Rain - Tomasz Bogacki 

What Is Today's Weather? (First Step Nonfiction Let's 

Watch the Weather) - Jennifer Boothroyd 

I Am a Leaf (Level 1) - Jean Marzollo 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography 

*Compass points, north, east, south and west FBV. 

*Measure the temperature outside every day over 

numerous weeks. *Create a rain measurer and 

measure each week's rainfall. Carry this on for 

numerous weeks. *Keep a daily weather forecast 

with the weather. * Learn about the water cycle. 

*Different weather conditions around the world- 

extreme weather. *Looking at maps and finding 

different countries, finding where they live FBV. 

*Watching weather forecasts and learning about 

weather fronts. *Different cloud types- go cloud 

spotting.  
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